
December 21st 2012= our Doomsday? 

 

Rumour has it that…                                   BUT Scientists expect nothing special will happen. 

- It is the end of the Mayan馬雅族人馬雅族人馬雅族人馬雅族人的的的的 calendar.  - It may be the start of a new era. 

- “Planet X” or “Planet Nibiru” will hit Earth and cause a 

range of natural disasters. 

- "Planet X" and "Nibiru" simply don't exist. 

- The North and South Pole will change positions, which will 

remove the earth’s magnetic field, and thus expose Earth 

to space radiation and solar storms. 

- Polar shift roughly takes 5000 years to complete and 

doesn’t start on a specific date and time. 

Many people want to spread this rumour because they want to promote their books & TV shows and to earn money out of it. 

So, remember to finish your homework every day and prepare for school the next day! 

Doomsday The end of the world 

Rumour Information about something that may or may not be true 

Era A period of time in history 

Natural disasters Something caused by nature that brings great damage or suffering such as a flood or rainstorm 

Polar shift The change of the position of the North and the South Pole 

Space radiation The heat or light energy that comes from space 
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